
VIR MUELLER
Architect-couple Pankaj Vir Gupta and Christine 

Mueller are known for their contemporary yet 
conscious approach to design and architecture—be 

it the Sunder Nursery stone-clad toilets or sprawling 
urban residences scattered all over the country. 

Keep an eye out for their magnum opus—a state-of-
the-art Humayun’s Tomb Museum in Delhi.  

The trend-obsessed capital is slowly moving 
away and into a conscious, contextual 
and design-forward aesthetic, fi nds 

SHAHNAZ SIGANPORIA 

D E L H I

ANAGRAM 
ARCHITECTS
A library imagined as a 

social oasis in Riyadh, a sky-

lit pavilion for conversation 

and discussion at the Kochi 

Muziris Biennale, and the 

easily-hipster Perch Wine 

and Co� ee Bar in the 
capital—Vaibhav Dimri 

and Madhav Raman have 

created an award-winning 

intellectual practice. 

STUDIO LOTUS
From night-purging ventilation systems and urban farming 
on rooftops, to restoring heritage forts into e�  cient luxury—
sustainability and context is key to Ambrish Arora, Ankur Choksi 
and Sidhartha Talwar’s full-service award-winning fi rm. We cannot 
wait to experience their upcoming projects—RAAS Chhatra 
Sagar in Nimaj and The Oberoi Wildlife Resort in Bandhavgarh.

J U R I E D  B E S T
K2 INDIA
Sunita Kohli has restored the Rashtrapati Bhavan, 
worked on the National Assembly building in 
Thimphu, Bhutan among a host of other landmark 
projects. Daughter Kohelika has infused their fi rm 
with a new energy, designing fashion boutiques and 
law o�  ces, and even a furniture collection. 

RKDS
Right now, Martand Khosla 
is busy building waste-
sorting sheds for a co-op 
and designing a new Indian 
embassy. Later this year, he 
will unveil his third solo
exhibit at Nature Morte.
No slowing down this force.  

MORPHOGENESIS
With sustainability as their 
key agenda, Sonali and Manit 
Rastogi’s practice covers 
landscape, digital technologies 
and master planning. An 
award favourite, they’re fast 
becoming iconic in their fi elds. 

E D I T O R ’ S  C H O I C E

RAAS Devigarh by 
Studio Lotus

Perch Wine and Co� ee Bar

The Tower House 
by RKDS 

Sunita Kohli 

STUDIO ORGANON
This tiny studio has taken 
over the cool-crowds’ 
architecture and design 
needs—be it the zen-like 
The Roseate Ganges, 
designer studios of Illum 
design or Blue Tokai 
in Mumbai. Principal 
architect Saurabh Dakshini 
has his pulse on the now. 

ORPROJECT
When not designing stores 
for beauty brand Kama 
Ayurveda or creating 
installations for Amit 
Aggarwal, Rajat Sodhi 
is working on innovative 
architectural solutions 
to fi ght air pollution and 
climate change.>

NEED TO KNOW

Orproject’s 
installation, 
‘Vana’ was 

showcased 
at the India 

Design Forum
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